Enclosed are your child’s newly created earmold(s). The length of the tubing can be easily trimmed to a perfect fit with these Instructions....

1. First, place the earmold in your child’s ear and ensure a proper fit. Then, hang the hearing aid over the back of the ear.
2. Next, measure with a pen or marker and mark **SLIGHTLY ABOVE** the point at which the earmold tubing and the earhook meet.
3. Finally, remove the earmold and aid from the child’s ear, and make a blunt, straight cut **ABOVE** the marked line. Always cut above the line, so that cutting the tubing too short won’t occur.

**TIPS:**
*If the aid is sitting too far above the ear when attached to the earmold, trim the top of the tubing, just a little at a time, until you reach the optimal fit.
*The tubing may be difficult to apply to the earhook of the aid at first; gently wiggling the tubing onto the earhook will typically work.
*Don’t worry - if too much tubing is removed when trimming, a new earmold is not necessary; we can easily re-tube the earmold in most cases.

Please call or e-mail if you have any questions or concerns.
Thank You!